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Services
 Access to a wide range of planetary science data
from ESA, NASA and other national space agencies
without detailed data format knowledge

 Combining data from space-born instruments,
ground-based instruments, laboratory data and
modeling results in a Virtual Observatory

 Access to support information for data analysis and
instrument development and testing

 Tools for image mapping, time progagation through
space, orbit calculations for solar system objects etc.

Solid Spectroscopy Data Model (SSDM)
GhoSST

“Grenoble Astrophysics and Planetology Solid Spectroscopy
and Thermodynamics" database service

Bernard Schmitt, Damien Albert
and the SSDM Expert group*
Institut de Planétologie et Astrophysique de Grenoble (former LPG), CNRS / UJF

General aims and (current) limitations
To describe:
- Most Solid samples and their internal structure, up to some degree of complexity,
from layers down to atoms
- synthetic and natural materials, simple to complex
- adsorption on / absorption in solids, processed solids, …
- All spectroscopic techniques from VUV up to mm
- absorption, reflection (all types), emission, Raman, fluorescence,
micro-spectrometry, ellipsometry, ATR, …
- All associated types of spectra and their products
- from raw calibrated spectra (level 1) to, e.g., optical constants (level 4)

 Spectral data base for atmospheric research
 Spectral data base for planetary surface materials
 Chemical processes data base
 Modeling of planetary atmospheres, plasma
environments, comet development etc

 Contact information including capabilities for ground
observation facilities, laboratories, reference sites,
research institutes and researcheres in the field

 Support for integration of new data archives into the
access service

 Access to data via Graphical User Interface and

Virtual Observatory tools for further integration into other
applications
➢

- Individual vibration bands of molecules and molecular ions in molecular solids
and ad/absorbed on/in other solids
(no mineral/rocks except as substrate)

Details to IDIS and the Europlanet-RI via Web-site:
http://www.idis.europlanet-ri.eu/
Demonstration implementation for Plasma-VO AMDA: http://cdpp-amda.cesr.fr/DDHTML/index.html
Demonstrator implementation for the IDIS-VO:
http://www.idis-dyn.europlanet-ri.evo/vodev.shtml
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